
sexykay39   dances  
 

sexykay39: wiggles on my blankie getting comfy...stretching legs out then crossing them 
slowly.... 

gerrymac55:    
gerrymac55: *wouldn't mind having my head being stuck by the crossing legs* 
sexykay39: placing elbows backk and arching back to make breast push tightly in my 

blouse...tilting head back as my hair flows down my back.....smiles 
gerrymac55: hmmmmm....groan.....omg 
sexykay39: smiles over to gerry.... 

gerrymac55: crosses legs again 
gerrymac55: *small groan escapes* 
sexykay39: then slowly licking my lovely red lips.....tongue gliding smoothly over each lip 

then biting bottom lip....closing big brown eyes just a bit.... 
gerrymac55: *love to lick those red lips* 

sexykay39: then grinding ass down over my blankie....then rising it up and down to the 
beat.... 
gerrymac55: hmmm kay, can i whisper something to you? 

sexykay39: moving shoulders to the tune as breast move slightly..swaying hips.... 
sexykay39: yes you can hon.... 
gerrymac55: ty 

sexykay39: moving body to the music seductively....head moving as my hair sways over my 
bacck... 
sexykay39: moving body up so i can keep up with new beat...sliding hands over thighs up 

pass my tummy..ass moving a bit faster on my blankie.... 
sexykay39: then as hands move over breast...squeezes them softly ....keep going up over 
my neck letting long red nail rake over my sweet dark flesh.... 

sexykay39: shimmies my shoulders as hands raise above head and bouncing body .... 
sexykay39: tossing head side to side... 
sexykay39: winks to gerry.... 

gerrymac55: ty.......can't stand up now 
sexykay39: smiles....yvw 

gerrymac55: mega tease you are 
sexykay39: blushes.... 
gerrymac55: gonna be a "hard sleep" tonite 

sexykay39: i only danced a bit on my blankie because there isnt many in here lol... 
sexykay39: well hope not too hard....smiles...wait take that back lol 
gerrymac55: i saw it all...plus naughty thoughs bout you.....oh too much..... 

sexykay39: yes you saw but no one else did lol..... 
sexykay39: racer is off doing racey things lol.... 
gerrymac55: hi duck 

sexykay39: and Draz is sleeping and wont see that til later lol.. 
paveduck: hey gerry 
gerrymac55: with whom? 

sexykay39: hi ducky huggggs...smiles 
paveduck: hiya kay ... hugz 
paveduck: what ya up to kay? 

gerrymac55: *better not hug kay....hands will tremble* 
paveduck: how goes it, gerry? 
sexykay39: i dont know he hasnt said anything in awhile so he must be off doing something 

racey lol.. 
sexykay39: i am entertaining gerry...cause he kept me company in here...smiles 

sexykay39: now i am behaving lol.... 

 

 



Greeneyedviolet,  Shutterspeed007  and dirtyrpgirl  do a shot 
 

 

greeneyedviolet: yea shutter just lay there and let us do all the work lol 
Shutterspeed007: seems to be a catch lol  

ghost_rider_1976: um just let it happen man........its wild hehehehe 
dirtyrpgirl: yu get to enjoy it too shutter and comment as needed......lol 
dirtyrpgirl: wanna vi? 

dirtyrpgirl: can we Draz? 
greeneyedviolet: looks at shutter  
D r a z: of course 

greeneyedviolet: the bar is open draz? 
Shutterspeed007: ok  
dirtyrpgirl: tell us what your wearing shutter..... 

greeneyedviolet: smiles and moves to the bar next to dirty 
Shutterspeed007: a shirt and a tshirt, jeans  
dirtyrpgirl: cause all i have on is a white tanktop and white lace thong....smiles 

Shutterspeed007: mmm dirty, that was what i was staring at, sorry   

D r a z: wipes the bar down with a big towel and placing out a bottle of tequila and 2 shot 
glasses and some lime slices and a salt shaker 
dirtyrpgirl: m take the shirt off shutter....grins...and takes you hand and leads you to the 

bar 
greeneyedviolet: is wearing a black tee shirt and white shorts 
Shutterspeed007: takes off my shirt  

Shutterspeed007: and tshirt  
dirtyrpgirl: woohooo sexy as hell....as always lover.... 
greeneyedviolet: ties my hair back smiles and takes two limes one for each oops never mind 

Shutterspeed007: you both are extremely sexy ladies  
dirtyrpgirl: smiles and offering to help shutter on the bar...woohoo and the t too!!!! 
greeneyedviolet: shutter doesnt have two pairs of lips 

Shutterspeed007: lays on his back on the bar  
dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo vi 

Shutterspeed007: last time i checked i didnt indeed  
greeneyedviolet: huggs i left? 
D r a z: pours teqila in the 2 glasses 

dirtyrpgirl: ok now just stretch out and relax shutter........ 
Shutterspeed007: laying relaxed as i can, waiting for what to come  
greeneyedviolet: winks at dirty runs my fingers threw shutters hair tugs it dont move  

greeneyedviolet: removes my shirt and shakes my tits at him under my bra 
dirtyrpgirl: watches Draz as i step onto a barstool and then barefoot onto the bar........ 
Shutterspeed007: feels her fingers touch me, very nice  

D r a z rules are  no hands shutter  just so  you know 
dirtyrpgirl: winks back as i sit down on shutters legs.....smiling as i undo his belt and 
jeans....this is soo we get to make a nice trail sweety 

Shutterspeed007: looks at violets gorgeous breasts shaking  
Shutterspeed007: mmmmm damn  
dirtyrpgirl: hiya lena...waves from the bar as we start to give shutter his first body shot 

greeneyedviolet: tugs his hair as my hips sway with the tune winks at dirty let’s make him 
sweat 
Shutterspeed007: breathing deeper watching the two sexy ladies work around me  

greeneyedviolet: spins around rocking my hips an climbs up onto the bar shaking my ass 
inches from his lips  

Shutterspeed007: excited and very aroused  
dirtyrpgirl: winks back..ok baby..........grinding the thong to his jeans leg as i open his jeans 
wider....ohhh shutter...you didnt mention you go commando!!!!! 

Shutterspeed007: mmmmmm beautiful violet  
Chrystalena: smiles, drags my finger over my lips, blows a kiss 



Shutterspeed007: did i need to?  
D r a z: catches  the kiss and slips it in my top pocket 

greeneyedviolet: winsk at Lean as my hips sway with the tune grabs two botles of rum drops 
down onto my knes each side of shutters head dont you move  
Shutterspeed007: feeling my jeans slide of my legs  

dirtyrpgirl: taking one of the lime wedges...i place it gently into shutters bellybutton as i get 
on my knees and shake my body letting him see down the front of my tanktop.............. 
Shutterspeed007: i wont move  

Shutterspeed007: omg what a view, im in heaven  
dirtyrpgirl: grins as i let shutters jeans stop....just at his pube region...whispering....no no 

no, no nudity....giggling 
Shutterspeed007: sighs of relief as my privates are still covered for now  
greeneyedviolet: rocks my hips and lets some liquid pass over my lips as i fill my mouth 

lowers my lips to his chest mmm shutter an lets it drip down each of his manly nipples as 
i flick my tongue  
Shutterspeed007: feeling the lime in  my belly  

dirtyrpgirl: scooting back some on my knees...letting my tounge leave a trail of salive from 
his belly button to where his jeans are opened wide........looking at vi as i do 
Shutterspeed007: mmmmmmm moans as i feel violet mouth and the liquid  

dirtyrpgirl: m vi that is making him twitch down here!!!...giggling 
Shutterspeed007: trying to keep still as dirty licks down my belly  
Shutterspeed007: gtting excited  

greeneyedviolet: winks at him and refills my mouth behave now winks at dirty and kisses my 
way down his stomac leaving wet trails with my tongue to his belly button 
Chrystalena: Peeks at shutter.....oooo hes a hairy one...giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: my body arched back on my hands and knees on the bar as i shake my ass to the 
tune..showing my and more of my bare cheeks as the thong buries in my crack 
Shutterspeed007: breathes heavy and moans  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..........he is !!!! 
Shutterspeed007: looking down at her gorgeous ass and the thong barely covering her private parts  

dirtyrpgirl: running my hand up his jeans leg.......looking suprised as i rub over a huge bulge 
in his jean as i reach for one shot glass.......... 
greeneyedviolet: kises dirty as my fingertips play with shutters zipper watching him squirm 

on the bar hes sweating 
Shutterspeed007: getting even more aroused  
Shutterspeed007: as she touches my firm bulge  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmm kissing vi...so passiomately as our bodies hover over 
shutter....soooo close to him 
Shutterspeed007: loosing all inhibitions and letting go of control  

Chrystalena: Looks at draz....fans myself 
greeneyedviolet: smiles and kises back up his cheat grabs a bottle raies it to my lips you 
ready?  

D r a z:  winks at lena  
dirtyrpgirl: ready to take the shots girl? 
Shutterspeed007: omg i go with the flow extremely aroused now, hope my jeans keep up  

Chrystalena: Umm....I think Ill have an iced tea and a cumbrella 
greeneyedviolet: sucks on the bottle rolling my tongue around the neck an lets some drip 

down my chin  
D r a z: HAHA 
Chrystalena: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: yessssssssssssssssssssssssssss....grins and grabs the shot glass....putting it to 
my lips...i arch up on my knees...the front of my thong visible to shutter as i jerk my head 
back and shoot it quickly 

greeneyedviolet: winks at Lena  
Shutterspeed007: omg  
Shutterspeed007: getting extermely hot  

Chrystalena: Takes my phone from my purse, sneaks a few pictures 



Shutterspeed007: dirtyÞs thong mmmmmmmmmmmm  
dirtyrpgirl: leaning down to take the lime wedge from his navel....as i bit into it and let it 

drip juice down his belly.....all the way to his open jeans.....then i rub the lime to his 
exposed skin.............smearing it with the lime juice 
greeneyedviolet: lowers my wet lips to shutters neck bites downa nd lets the cool liquid flow 

down his neck and onto his chest as i let it floew over my tongue an splash on his tummy 
Shutterspeed007: hope i do not have to smile chrystalena?  
D r a z: pours some of the tea ..left to cool in the fridge in a tall glass over ice cubes  .. 

adding a garnish of lemon slices to the rim of the glass and sliding it accross tolena on a 
LAB coaster  .... your iced tea adds a cumnbrella and winks 

Shutterspeed007: feeling the fluid on my skin, so sensual as it drips down my belly  
dirtyrpgirl: then i lick up his lower belly to his navel taking the sprinkle of salt to my tounge 
as it flows up slowly............... 

Shutterspeed007: my belly muscles feel the tickles of the tongues and respond to it  
greeneyedviolet: smiels at dirty as i move back up his body with the tip of my tongue with 
the lime between my boobs smiles and lets shutter take it with his teeth  

dirtyrpgirl: licking my lips as i kneel on the bar....straddling shutters jean covered legs as i 
lift my tanktop and grind the front of my thong to his exposed belly...and down to this 
opened jeans........ 

Chrystalena: giggles, nah I wasnt taking a pic of your face sexy.... 
Shutterspeed007: mmmmm biting them lime from her gorgeous cleavage  
dirtyrpgirl: winks at vi...i think he likes it....giggling 

dirtyrpgirl: lol lena 
greeneyedviolet: mmmm i want a cummbrella lol 
Shutterspeed007: mmmmmmm feeling dirty slide over my belly with the lace thong, exciting me as my 

bulge keeps swelling  
D r a z: puts a cumbrella in vi's hair 
Shutterspeed007: breathing heavily and extremely aroused  

Chrystalena: walks to a booth and slides in slowly 
greeneyedviolet: winks at shutter as my tongue licks in slow circles an nibbles around his 

chest  
dirtyrpgirl: running my long pink fingernails down his flesh from his belly button...to his 
open jeans....reaching in to them to tuck his jumk in before working the zipper up 

carefully...then clasping ht ebutton....tapping his bugle gently 
Shutterspeed007: feeling violet work mychest making my niipples hard  
greeneyedviolet: mmmm dirty hes will never get off the bar now 

dirtyrpgirl: wow you did enjoy your first body shot didnt you big boy....grinning 
Shutterspeed007: omg  
dirtyrpgirl: lol i knowwwwww...... 

Shutterspeed007: enjoy?? it is heavenly  
D r a z: laffs and appauds  the two girls ,........there ya gio shutter 
Shutterspeed007: wow i wil never forget this, amazing, thank you ladies  

greeneyedviolet: winks at shutter kisses him and spits the lime into the trash  
dirtyrpgirl: slides my body up shutters legs and leans to vi...kissing here...you were 
fantastic baby 

greeneyedviolet: was my first ty lover 
Shutterspeed007: mmmm feeling dirtyÞs body onmy legs for the last time  

D r a z: you were both fantastic  
dirtyrpgirl: bends down and kisses shutter ...you were such a good sport....smiling as i hope 
off the bar and adjust the little clothing i have on..... 

Chrystalena: Smiles posting the pics on the website 
Shutterspeed007: i am glad my jeans are zipped up again,  
dirtyrpgirl: ty ty ..offering my hand to help shutter off the bar.....steady now.......giggles 

greeneyedviolet: giggles at Lena she did get some good ones 
Shutterspeed007: thank you violet and dirty,  
dirtyrpgirl: told ya i take care of Lady Ann's guests shutter...... 

Shutterspeed007: as i get up sitting a bit lightly in the head, wondering where all the blood has gone  



Shutterspeed007: smiles at dirty as i hop off the bar, you sure do dirty!  
dirtyrpgirl: i know....points to your crotch....lol 

Shutterspeed007: is it dirty ?? lol  
dirtyrpgirl: smiles...now you have been officialy welcumed to Lady Ann's shutter....... 
greeneyedviolet: i think shutter neeeds a room  

dirtyrpgirl: lol.....a cold shower maybe....giggles 

Shutterspeed007: i need room in my jeans for sure   

dirtyrpgirl: and just so you know shutter....alot of guys whoo cum here do not get this 
treatment.......winks 

dirtyrpgirl: lol shutter 
Shutterspeed007: well no one is working if i look at the colors  
Shutterspeed007: I feel really priviliged dirty  

Shutterspeed007: and damn horny  
greeneyedviolet: thats the idea shutter 
dirtyrpgirl: good.........lol....well thats part of body shots!!!! 

Shutterspeed007: sighs deeply, feeling my body very alive and energized  
greeneyedviolet: mm part of it sure is 
Shutterspeed007: i pick up my shirts and put them back on  

dirtyrpgirl: damn ya wanting to go upstairs on your first visit too!!!....lol 
Shutterspeed007: smiles at violet  

greeneyedviolet: he wants it all gezzzzzz 
Shutterspeed007: lol, dirty, i am just curious  
dirtyrpgirl: winks at vi 

Shutterspeed007: smiles a bit shy now  
greeneyedviolet: i didnt go up till my second day 
dirtyrpgirl: damn you catching me on a very good mood shutter....grins 

D r a z: whistles looking at vi 
Shutterspeed007: smiles at dirty, this makes my day for sure  
Chrystalena: whispers to Draz...."hes must have a huge....wallet"....winks 

Shutterspeed007: and you are breathtaking  
Shutterspeed007: smiles at lena  
D r a z: must do ...smiles as i pass  shutter  the rate  card 

Green Eyed Violet dance 
 

greeneyedviolet: smiles at the room lets my hair down while my sundress moves with the 

music  
ghost_rider_1976: smiles admiring vi 
Ivan_Skavinsky: What a vision, Violet. 

D r a z: grins as i see  the dress swirl  to the beat 
ghost_rider_1976: falls over a bit 
greeneyedviolet: says side to side while m y ass grinds back against the bar mmmm Draz 

winks and rolls my hips as my dress slides up my creammy thighs letting the room get a 
good view of my curves 

ghost_rider_1976: dammit 
D r a z: grins as I see  the thighs  under  the sundress as vi  rolls and twirls  
ghost_rider_1976: goes out on the balcony for some air........ 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You must be located in a prime spot there, Draz. 
D r a z:  best spot in the house 
greeneyedviolet: winks at the4 men in the room rolls my hips with the beat and tugs my wet 

sundres up my legs while spin around shaking my ass in circles 
ghost_rider_1976: yes and its the only spot lucky bugger lol 
ghost_rider_1976: damnnn 

ghost_rider_1976: looks like her milkshake has brought the boys to the yard alright hehe 
D r a z: the sundress clinging as violet shakes that thing  
D r a z:  we dont  care what  any one says .we just wanna see ya shake  that  thing 



greeneyedviolet: smiels spins around an grips the hem of my dress as water drips i shake my 
thing for Draz and lets the eyes move with me  

ghost_rider_1976: smiles 
Ivan_Skavinsky: It's getting warmer every minute. 
D r a z:  eyes watching the  hips and cheeks  shake  and the sundress clinginfg to vi's 

shapes 
ghost_rider_1976: bites lower lip watching vi 
greeneyedviolet: bites my tongue winks at ghost an shakes my thing while i pull my wet 

dress up my hips and spins around in circles to keep all eyes on my hips and not 
anywhere else 

ghost_rider_1976:  back atcha hun 
D r a z:    laffs as my eyes wander  fromthe shaking to  the jiggling and back agaibn  

ghost_rider_1976: whole lotta shakin goin on hehe 
D r a z:  shes got it .....she can flaunt it .....shake that thing 
greeneyedviolet: jumps onto the bar shaking my hips as my wet dress clings in places as my 

nipples makes my dress stick out more while i move with the beat  
ghost_rider_1976: dayum 
greeneyedviolet: smiels and shakes my thing rocks my hips and lets my dress show off more 

of my shiney skin as i do what the song says  
D r a z: winks at vi as her dancebewitches .. and arouses ............ shake that thing 

ghost_rider_1976: uh huh 
greeneyedviolet: runs my small hands up my tummy winks and covers my tits as my hands 
squeezes  

ghost_rider_1976: damn............ 
D r a z:  grins as vi   holds it all  as she shakes  it more 
greeneyedviolet: giggles at this song shake it for me lol 

ghost_rider_1976: mmmmmm 
greeneyedviolet: dances around with my hands cupping my breasts as i spin around the 
room shaking my hips and dress over my ass while the men try to keep up with my hips 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think the giggles give it an extra shake. 
ghost_rider_1976: smiles 
ghost_rider_1976: yes it seems that way 

D r a z: eyes  left and right  following the shaking hips  
ghost_rider_1976: this is the kind of hypnosis i like hehehe 
D r a z: no clucking like a chicken though rider 

greeneyedviolet: spins around rocking my hips with the rhytum winks at the DJ as my dress 
moves up and clings more letting my light blue panties show opff my curves more as i 
move around the room 

ghost_rider_1976: Draz i highly doubt im gonna cluck like a chicken watching this beautiful 
display 

D r a z:  watches as vi shakes her bon bon  ............ as she moves around ........  the 
sundress barely covering  her 
ghost_rider_1976: beautiful delicious yummy 

greeneyedviolet: sways side to side winks an moves around the room letting the eyes get a 
good look at my sundress as it moves with my hips 
Ivan_Skavinsky: A sight for sore eyes. 

ghost_rider_1976: thank god your eyes arent sore Ivan lol 
Ivan_Skavinsky: LOL. 
D r a z: shake  your  body barang abang bang 

greeneyedviolet: smiels an rocks my hips in circles faster giggles an lets my sundress bounce 
up my body as i move around more letting my hands slide up and down my full tummy  
ghost_rider_1976: mmmm 

D r a z: looks at vis  perfect booty ,.shaking 
8_Track: greeneyedviolet if ur on pm me  
greeneyedviolet: wiggles my booty at the rooom while i twrill around giggles and lets my 

hands touch me in places the men wish they could 
ghost_rider_1976: sighs 



Ivan_Skavinsky: If only. 
greeneyedviolet: if im on? 

ghost_rider_1976: wait what lmao 
greeneyedviolet: on what? 
Ivan_Skavinsky: I think you've just been propositioned, Violet. 

greeneyedviolet: giggles jumps up onto a table shakes my hips letting the dress bounce up 
and down ohhhhhhhhh yes  
ghost_rider_1976: hehehe 

D r a z: watches as vi  shakes it  up and down   on the table  

ghost_rider_1976:     for vi 

D r a z:  shes the drug  that  ya need ........shes no angel 
greeneyedviolet: shakes my hips winks at ghost lets get this party started sticks my tongue 

out and lets my panties show off more of my curves as i bounce  
ghost_rider_1976: mmmmmm 
Ivan_Skavinsky: That sounds like indecision, Ghost. 

ghost_rider_1976: indecision 
Ivan_Skavinsky: That does too. 
greeneyedviolet: i am a dirty lil girl 

ghost_rider_1976: of course you are vi  

greeneyedviolet: smiles drops to my knees folds my legs up under me and rocks side to side 
letting my tits and hair move with the music 
D r a z: watches vi  rock  on her knees  to  the beat   

greeneyedviolet: mmmm draz winks at Ivan as my body moves with the music while staying 
on my knees rocking the top half of my body with the rhytum 
D r a z:  look at  the littlebad girl dancing over  there .. we want more 

D r a z:  go little bad girl  
Ivan_Skavinsky: Winks back at Vi.  Here here, Draz. 
D r a z:  shaking that ass just the way we like it 

D r a z:  go little bad girl  
greeneyedviolet: winks rolls my hips an waves my arms over my head making my boobs lift 
up more and rocks my head side to side while my hips sway side to side  

ghost_rider_1976: damn 
D r a z: smiles at vi as  she gives us herall  ........such a dirty dancer 

greeneyedviolet: smiles and lets m y tits be seen threw my sundress while my hips move in 
circles mmmmm i love this song rocks on my knees as my hips and shoulders shimmy 
with this  

Ivan_Skavinsky: A superb mover. 
D r a z: shes   a greedy greedyy  girl ..... dirty dancer ......neverenough 
ghost_rider_1976: yummy 

greeneyedviolet: winks at the room rolls my dirty hips in rhytum of the song while my lowerr 
body moves my shoulders shimmy side to siude showing of my curves while my dress 
clings and shows off more than it should 

Ivan_Skavinsky: What a view. 
D r a z:  smiles and walks  to  the edge of the stage as vi 's  hips  rolll and the dress  holding 
out a  $100  

ghost_rider_1976: stands in line with more 100 dollar bills 
greeneyedviolet: winks at Draz crawls on my hands and knees leting my hips sway an moves 
to him  

ghost_rider_1976: roses and 100 dollar bills for vi 
Ivan_Skavinsky: Digs into the emergency supply of 100s. 

ghost_rider_1976: you must be prepared for things like this hehe 
greeneyedviolet: mmmmm Draz rolls my shoulders letting my tits be seen threw my dress 
rolls back onto my ass smiles at him and ghost while i thrust my hips up and down  

ghost_rider_1976: mmmmmmm 
D r a z:  smiles watchng s vi comes close  and slips the 100  in her g stribng as  the dress 
rides  uop over herass as she shakes it 



D r a z:  winks and moves out  the way  for  the next guy 
greeneyedviolet: ymmmmmmmmmm ty Draz winks and flashs my tits while looking over his 

shoulder at ghost  
ghost_rider_1976: smiles at vi 
greeneyedviolet: smiels rocks onto m y knees shakes my ass while bouncing with the music 

at ghost 

ghost_rider_1976:  at the yummy vi 

greeneyedviolet: pushs my dress up rols my hips and winks at ghost as his eyes get a closer 
look at my body as it rocks with the music 

D r a z: watches vi  tease  the bejeebers out of ghost 
ghost_rider_1976: smiles hey shes gorgeous 
ghost_rider_1976: smiles 

greeneyedviolet: bites my tongue rocks my hips and thrusst my boobs up to ghost  
Ivan_Skavinsky: How can you resist, Ghost. 
ghost_rider_1976: mmmmm how indeed 

greeneyedviolet: smiels an grabs his head with both hands tugs his face between my tits 
shakes my body and moanssssssss 
D r a z: laffssss 

Ghost_rider_1976: sneaks in a pec for each  

greeneyedviolet: mmmmmm ghosttttttttt winks and pushs him back rocks my shoulders 
takes his money and crawsls down the stage 
ghost_rider_1976: smiles 

greeneyedviolet: winskl at ghost wiggles my ass as i slip behind the curtain stands and 
winks at Draz  
D r a z: god almimighty look at tyhat  body 

ghost_rider_1976: licks his lips a bit 
D r a z:  winks at  vi and stands and applauds  the  dancve 
ghost_rider_1976: applauds 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Yes applauds too.  She deserves a round of applause for that. 
greeneyedviolet: ty boys smiles and slips into the dressing room to get a new sundress on 
Ivan_Skavinsky: I don't know about Vi but that dancing's left me exhausted. 

D r a z: haha 
ghost_rider_19 

 

Boobella rides  the bull 

 

ashe40444: bella wants to ride a bull  
Gabriela92: Woo, hoooo.... bull riding! 

D r a z:  oh really ok  
rachel_75_1: do doc martins count as boots if riding the mechanical bull 
rachel_75_1: i sing i be cumming round the mountain when i cum 

rachel_75_1: i be cumming round the mounting when i cum 
Big_Max: leans back against the bar staring in the general direction of the bull and bella 
bellabooo: lol 

D r a z:  takes bellas hand and walks over  to the bull     
rachel_75_1: woohooo 
D r a z:  places a Stetson on her head  

bellabooo: takes his hand walking over to the bull 
bellabooo: ty  
D r a z:  smiles and lifts her  by  the hips to sirt her on the bull 

bellabooo: holds on to him as he picks me up sitting me down on the bull locks my thighs 
tight against the frame 
D r a z: smiles and slides my arms round bella  ......now you gotta  hold onto this rope here 

bellabooo: ty Draz 
rachel_75_1: watches for the motion to begin smiles  



D r a z:  slaps  the bull and then bella on the butt for  luck ...my excuse! 
bellabooo: curls my fingers around tight holding on 

ashe40444: *gets out camera*  
D r a z:  walks over  to  the controls ............ 
bellabooo: lol 

D r a z:  looks over  to bella .........you ready ? 
bellabooo: i'm ready  
D r a z: switches on the bull  and slowly swings it  to  the right and then back again . 

D r a z:  dips the bulls head down   .......... 
bellabooo: bucks forward against the bull as it swings to the right then rocks back as it 

pulls back moves forward against as it dips down 
D r a z:  adds a gentle buck at  the back  
D r a z:  smiles .....squeeze  them thighs like  .....erm, nvm 

bellabooo: grabs tighter with my hands bouncing on the bull as it moves between my legs 
bellabooo: lol 
Big_Max: turns my attention to the bouncing  

D r a z: turns the bull to the left with couple bucks as it  goes there and back  
D r a z:  turns the speed  up as  the head dips down and rears  back up 
D r a z:  watchs as tyhe  bull goes 180 degrees and bucks up and down  

bellabooo: bucks to the bull as it speeds up feeling the stetson hat lift up a little off my 
head grabs it with one hand to keep it on 
D r a z: my word this girl likes to .......buck 

bellabooo: yewhaw lol i might fall off 
rachel_75_1: just grab like ya never grabbed be4 hehe  
ashe40444: hmmmmm*rady to catch her*  

bellabooo: lol 
D r a z:  slisdes  the comntrol to right and left ..the bull bucking and jerking 
bellabooo: bucks my body forward and back as the bull jerks  

D r a z:  smiles at  bella as the bull jerks  back and forward and bucks up and down  
D r a z:  yeeeee  hawwwwwwww  bella 

bellabooo: smiles big and screams yewhawwwww 
rachel_75_1: wooohooooo 
D r a z: turns the bull through 180  right .......  then 180  left  

bellabooo: holds on tighter  
D r a z:  adss  five rapid  bucks and  reasrs  up  
D r a z:  DDDDDDDDDINGGGGGGGGGGGG  ......... you beat  the clock 

bellabooo: you better catch me ashe lol 
bellabooo: i did? lol 
D r a z:  slows  the bull down as  it rears and bucks  

rachel_75_1: clapsssssssssssssss nice 1 bella  
Cheyenne_love: wtg bella 
bellabooo: ty rachel 

bellabooo: ty Cheyenne 
haybob12356:  we have a winner then? 
D r a z:  smiles looking at  bell as it comes to a stop   ...............  helps her off   the bull 

ashe40444: piks belle up off floor  
bellabooo: ty Draz 

ashe40444: why is she all sticky?  
bellabooo: lol ashe 
rachel_75_1: ya to late ashe she made it all the way hehe  

D r a z: smiles and looks at  bella  and places  the stetson on her head ..........    thats  yours 
to keep  
bellabooo: ty Draz 

D r a z: smiles at bella   
bellabooo: smiles at Draz that was fun ty 
reforger2002: miss Gab  

D r a z:   walks bella over with with arm round her waist as she may be unsteady  



D r a z:  sits her on a bar stool 
rachel_75_1: hello reforger  

 
Gabriela92  and Lacey dance 
 

Gabriela92: awwwwwright!!! Crue!!!! 

ishterr: oh these guys 
i_am_lacey: yay! tune!!!!!!! 
satyrdayknight: party.............. 

i_am_lacey: jumps up on the bar and spins around 
i_am_lacey: grabs gabi's hand 

Gabriela92: hops up with Lacey 
ishterr: grabs laceys ankle 
satyrdayknight: yea.....tunessssssssss 

i_am_lacey: looks down at ish........... 
Gabriela92: shimmies close in.... 
ishterr: looks up smiles 

satyrdayknight: ladies.....dance.....smilin here 
i_am_lacey: rocks my hips back and forth 
i_am_lacey: slowly moving down toward the bar 

Gabriela92: grinds it around in a circle, slowly 
i_am_lacey: hush ish...don't mess with my groove hon  
Gabriela92: puts my palms on top of my head 

i_am_lacey: bends over and shakes my boobies at ish 
ishterr: k i have 1 hand free now carry on lacey 
ishterr: mmm nice boobies 

i_am_lacey: ty 
Gabriela92: swings my buns left and right toward the room 
i_am_lacey: i just love this music 

ishterr: < takes peek at buns 
Gabriela92: same here, Lacey... great tune 

i_am_lacey: hops down off the bar 
Gabriela92: shakes them quickly over Ish's head. 
satyrdayknight: bump and grind music lacey 

i_am_lacey: walks around behind ish and puts my hands on his shoulders 
ishterr: sits still 
i_am_lacey: dance your ass off music knight 

satyrdayknight: keep it going draz 

ishterr:    
i_am_lacey: rocks my hips to the right 
Gabriela92: struts down the bar to the opening measures of Rag Doll. 
satyrdayknight: tunesssss 

i_am_lacey: then to the left.....sliding my hands down ish 
Gabriela92: puckers my lips and blows Draz a kiss.... 

satyrdayknight: watch out ish....laceys coming at ya 
D r a z:  winks at gabi  and lacey as they  rip it up 

ishterr: oh great there goes my buttons popping again    

i_am_lacey: leans back as i shimmie 
Gabriela92: puts my hands on my waist and does a hula gyration.... 

satyrdayknight: nice images here ladies...good on ya all 
D r a z:  catches  thekiss and cautiously puts it in the kiss box ,..closing it quick .. sits on 
the top  to seal it ,.....man im going to have one helluva time when i release them 

Gabriela92: turns my back to the room, bends at the waist, and smacks my backside with 
my hands..... 

satyrdayknight: crank it up...... 
i_am_lacey: grabs the hem of my dress and slowly lifts it up over my head as my hips move 



to the beat 
satyrdayknight: ummm.....nice 

i_am_lacey: dances around in my "lacey 
crucesM45: oh, wow 
ishterr: slowly runs my hand up and down lacey 

i_am_lacey: " lingerie 
satyrdayknight: wantin more.... 
Gabriela92: lets my feet slide out to the side... lowering myself down to the bar into the 

splits.... 
ishterr: ouch 

Gabriela92: leans to the right and rolls onto my stomach.... 
D r a z:  winks at lacey   ...........  and  looking over at gabi as she goes   for it  
i_am_lacey: runs my hand through my hair then down my neck....moving lower 

satyrdayknight: puttin a quarter...down there....daring u to pick it up...hands free... 
Gabriela92: pushes up with my arms... 
Gabriela92: inch-worms down the bar toward Satyr.... 

crucesM45: I HAVE A QUARTER TOO 
i_am_lacey: oh hell yeah! 
satyrdayknight: nice tunes draz....keep em coming 

Gabriela92: Quarters? You guys start thinking Hamiltons and higher, baby.... 
ishterr: lmao gabby 
satyrdayknight: blushing...heart racing.... 

satyrdayknight: lol 
i_am_lacey: ummm....i want the franklins 
ishterr: geesh 

D r a z:  laffs gabi  
Gabriela92: kneels on the bar in front of Satyr's stool.... 
i_am_lacey: hey...lace panties ain't cheap ish! 

ishterr: i want a bj and a sammich, dont see that happening 

satyrdayknight: .....   

Gabriela92: rocks my head and shoulders from side to side, tossing my hair.... 
Gabriela92: running my fingers up through it.... 

satyrdayknight: damn nice gabi 
i_am_lacey: jumps back up on the bar....strutting to the end 
ishterr: true lacey true 

Gabriela92: lets my fingertips slowly slide down my face and neck.... 
Gabriela92: rocking my hips forward and back toward Satyr.... 
satyrdayknight: frozen......taking all of u in 

i_am_lacey: slowly rolls my hips....going down to my knees 
satyrdayknight: tryin hard......to just smile...... 

Gabriela92: leans backwards until my head almost touches the bar... 
i_am_lacey: gyrates as i slowly lean backwards 
D r a z: grins as we watch  the girls rocking  it out  ... claps and hollers  

ishterr: << sits near a booth, beckons lacey over here  
Gabriela92: unbuttons another button on my shirt... 
satyrdayknight: .....gabi......wow 

Gabriela92: leans back upright on my knees.... 
i_am_lacey: hops down off the bar and dances across the room in my lace panties and 
bra....whacha want ish? 

satyrdayknight: short breathin here.... 
ishterr: want over by me, lap dance time 
Gabriela92: puts my hands on Satyr's shoulders and lets my hair fall all over his face.... 

D r a z:  grins watching lacey move across the room  
Gabriela92: kisses Satyr on the forehead as the song ends. 
satyrdayknight: feeling the soft......flow 

Gabriela92: jumps up onto my feet and dances on the bar.... 
satyrdayknight: kisses back...and smiles 



satyrdayknight: hell yea's ur way.... 
Gabriela92: untucks my shirt and unbuttons it all the way down... 

Black Canary: while the room is busy flicks my whip down and around a bottle of water flips 
my wrist and send the botttle flying up to me smiels at D r  az i owe you for this  
Gabriela92: claps over my head to the beat of Def Leppard... 

Gabriela92: hops on one foot, then the other, to the song. 
satyrdayknight: are u kiddin gabi... 
i_am_lacey: hops back up on the bar before the refill arrives 

Gabriela92: ties my shirttails in a knot just above my belly button. 
i_am_lacey: holds one hand behind my head as my hips roll clockwise 

satyrdayknight: dang girls..... 
Gabriela92: lets my hips gyrate in a tight circle as I slowly spin 
satyrdayknight: hair side to side..... 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the top of my jeans... 
i_am_lacey: crosses my legs....spins...drops down to the bar then pops back up 
Gabriela92: lowers the zipper three inches.... 

D r a z: grins watchng   gabi    and then   lacey .........man we are being treated tonight 

satyrdayknight:   ...just gotta sit and watch this.... 

i_am_lacey: winks @ Draz 
Gabriela92: folds the belt loops down.... 

i_am_lacey: rocks my head back and forth...hair flying across my face 
Gabriela92: just enough so that the waist band of my emerald green lace panties shows.... 
i_am_lacey: struts back down the bar hops down and walks over to the pole 

i_am_lacey: slowly wraps my fingers around the pole as i hook my leg 
ishterr: i raise my hand vote to lose the jeans 
satyrdayknight: strobe lights doing their thing.... 

i_am_lacey: leans back and uses the momentum to spin around  
Gabriela92: keeps rocking my hips as I turn my attention to Lacey at the pole... 
i_am_lacey: *waves* at gabi 

Gabriela92: more Def, yessssssss!!!!! 
i_am_lacey: woo hoo! 
satyrdayknight: light show too..... 

i_am_lacey: grabs the pole with both hands as i lean back....my hair grazing against the 
floor 
D r a z:  gruns watching as the pole gets  polished   between laceys thighs  

i_am_lacey: pulls myself back up as my hips rock from side to side with the beat 
Gabriela92: Likes the sugar Lacey is pouring.... 
i_am_lacey: smiles 

satyrdayknight: skin squeaking on the chrome..... 
Gabriela92: runs my fingertips down my neck...  

i_am_lacey: wraps my leg around the pole again 
Gabriela92: over my cleavage... 
Gabriela92: down over my tummy... 

satyrdayknight: yes ladies.....good stuff ur pouring in here 
i_am_lacey: grabs on up high and pushes up with my toes 
ishterr: << renames my face "pole" 

D r a z: slaps my hands on my thighs as i watch  both girls  
i_am_lacey: shimmies up the pole 
satyrdayknight: makin pant room here...this is getting good 

Gabriela92: runs my thumbs slowly inside the waistband of my jeans, from the front around 
each side to the back.... 
i_am_lacey: wraps the other leg around as i slowly lean back.........my hands over my head 

moving toward the floor 
satyrdayknight: ...gotta make some room 
Gabriela92: uses the thumbs to lower the back of my jeans down a few inches to show half 

my buns.... 
i_am_lacey: slowly releases my legs and pushes into and handstand rolling into a backbend 



Gabriela92: shakes them to the left and right, very slowly.... 
Gabriela92: mmmm....great song. 

satyrdayknight: lights getting dimmer..... 
Gabriela92: undoes the knot in my shirt... 
D r a z:  watches as gabi  moves  to  the beat  

satyrdayknight: black lights turnin on..... 
Gabriela92: grabs the edges and tugs them straight down... 
i_am_lacey: prowls over to where ish is sitting.............. 

satyrdayknight: nice white ur wearing lacey 
Gabriela92: fans them open and closed a few times... 

i_am_lacey: shakes my head at knight.....i don't wear white hon 
Black Canary: walks along the rafter rocking my hiups side to side high above the floor lets 
dollar bills float down to the stage and bar for the dancers and does cartwheels with the 

music as i find a better place to watch the room  
ishterr: smiles im still and silent here 
Gabriela92: holds the shirt closed over my breasts, but lets it fall off one shoulder.... 

Gabriela92: oh, yes... Thin Lizzie!!! 
i_am_lacey: waits for the song............. 
i_am_lacey: stands in front of ish and grinds my hips in a slow circle 

Gabriela92: shrugs it off the second shoulder.... and turns my back to the crowd to show the 
bare skin of both shoulder blades.... 

ishterr:    mmmm 

Gabriela92: showing the bra straps on each side... 

D r a z: gruns watchibng the duirty dancer ........... as she  slios off  the top  
ishterr: gabby n lacey dancing 
Gabriela92: turns back to face the crowd, and lets the shirt fall to the bar... 

Gabriela92: throws my hips to the left and claps over my right shoulder.... 
Gabriela92: then hips right, and clapping left.... 
D r a z:  smiles and puts the shirt behind the bar as i look up at   gabi  

crucesM45: gabi looks pretty fine 
Gabriela92: tossing my hair forward and back... 
D r a z:  gabi is  hot as hell itself  

crucesM45: true 
D r a z: watches as gabi porn star dances  
Gabriela92: slides the bra strap off my right shoulder and lets it rest on my upper arm.... 

Gabriela92: drops to my knees on the bar again... 
crucesM45: kneees, ohhhh 
Gabriela92: leans back to touch my head to the bar.... 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips up my stomach.... 
Gabriela92: palms up over my bra cups.... 

crucesM45: hmmmm 
Gabriela92: fingertips up my cleavage to my neck.... 
Gabriela92: buries my hands in my hair and does a situp to go upright again.... 

D r a z:  grins watchig gabi  as she turnsherself onto the beat  
D r a z: pokes satyr to make sure he’s still alive  
Gabriela92: thrusts my hips forward to the rhythm of the beat.... 

crucesM45: damn 
satyrdayknight: here 
Gabriela92: pushes the other bra strap off my left shoulder... 

crucesM45: i forgot a hug and a grope 
i_am_lacey: for me cruces?? 
crucesM45: yes please 

Gabriela92: the cups are barely clinging to my boobs... 
satyrdayknight: lacey..u ever wear white...in a black light 
i_am_lacey: hugs and gropes back 

i_am_lacey: i know the effect knight 
Gabriela92: rocks my hips left and right.... 



i_am_lacey: but i have such pale creamy skin that darker colors tend to set off much better 
D r a z: watchs gabi as purewill power holds the bra on] 

satyrdayknight: smilin.... 
satyrdayknight: thats what im talkin about... 
Gabriela92: pushes the straps back up so I can dance more energetically to the new 

song..... 
Gabriela92: leaps back up onto my feet.... 
Gabriela92: gives a kick up into the air.... 

i_am_lacey: hops back up on the bar.....letting the music wash over me....my body 
swaying...hips moving side to side 

Gabriela92: screams out a "Hell, yeah!!!!" 
satyrdayknight: lights full on..... 
crucesM45: two women to watch?  sensory overload 

crucesM45: ding ding ding 
D r a z: grins watching    the girls  
i_am_lacey: walks past gabi and gives her a high 5 

Gabriela92: pulls up to Lacey and puts my hands on her hips as we sway.... 
satyrdayknight: all smiles here 
i_am_lacey: rocks back and forth  

D r a z: watches  as  the two rock and roll  
Gabriela92: turns my back to Lacey and grinds my buns into her crotch.... 
satyrdayknight: what a show....doesnt get any better 

Gabriela92: throwing my head violently to the beat of the song.... 
i_am_lacey: grinds against gabi's buns 
satyrdayknight: draz...im thinkin they are going to go skin on skin anytime here 

satyrdayknight: wet skin...on skin..... 
crucesM45: ... 
Gabriela92: turns back toward Lacey.... shimmies in close.... 

D r a z:  smiles as we watch .........leaving it  to  the girs what they do  .......its  their show  
i_am_lacey: winks @ Draz 

crucesM45: i just wanna watch 
Gabriela92: bra to bra.... barely grazing.... 
satyrdayknight: me too 

crucesM45: hey trish 
Gabriela92: hands up over our heads... 
i_am_lacey: slides my hands down gabi's sides and holds onto her hips 

Gabriela92: pushes my hips into Lacey's hands 
i_am_lacey: pushes my ass out as i throw my hips to the right and left 
Gabriela92: drops to my hands and knees in front of Lacey and wiggles underneath her, 

between her legs.... 
i_am_lacey: moves my hands down to gabi's thighs 
trisha_29: hops up on my spot on the bar ohhhhhhhh i love when the girls dance! 
i_am_lacey: oh you gotta tell me before you do that gabi! lol 
Gabriela92: lol, I know... 
satyrdayknight: good times in here..... 

satyrdayknight: so good... 
crucesM45: and they are dancin! 

i_am_lacey: leans back and sways to the music 
Gabriela92: gets into a horsey position under Lacey... 
i_am_lacey: looks down and smiles at gabi 

Gabriela92: wiggling my butt left and right... 
D r a z: slaps  my hand on te bar  to  the beat  as  we watch  
i_am_lacey: smacks gabi on the ass 

Gabriela92: climb aboard, Lacey!!! 

i_am_lacey: gitty up gabi!  

Gabriela92: crawls down the bar with Lacey on top of me. 
satyrdayknight: oh to be gabi right now.....dang 



i_am_lacey: raises one arm up over my head......moving my hips against gabi as she crawls 
Gabriela92: falls flat to my tummy on the bar and rolls over onto my back, with Lacey's hips 

right on top of mine.... 
trisha_29: bops my head watching the girls 
Gabriela92: bounces them up against her... 

i_am_lacey: raises up and shimmies until i am standing on my knees 
D r a z: midnight queen  
satyrdayknight: sniff gabi.....tell us.. 

crucesM45: i was kidding... 
i_am_lacey: holds my hair up off my neck as i gyrate over gabi 

Black Canary: runs along tghe rafter does a flip half way across drops to the floor and lands 
infront of tghe womans room bumps it with my hip and walks in letting it swing shut 
while the room keeps their eyes on the two dancers 

Gabriela92: takes a handful of Lacey's buns in hand... squeezing... 
JT_Roadhog_1080: yea i see lacey and gabs doin they thing 
i_am_lacey: arches my back......shimmying back until my hair touches the bar 

satyrdayknight: oh hell yes... 
crucesM45: finally getting interesting 
Gabriela92: leans back also.... 

Gabriela92: sits up and reaches for Lacey's hands... 
i_am_lacey: pulls myself back up....pushing up with my thighs....grabs gabi's hands 
JT_Roadhog_1080: oooo  mannn   

Gabriela92: pulls her upright until we're nose to nose, staring right into each other's eyes.... 
Gabriela92: smiles.... 
i_am_lacey: grins 

i_am_lacey: rolls my torso against gabi....my tits pressing against her 
Gabriela92: leans forward and drinks in the sweet smell of Lacey's hair.... 
D r a z:  hi mike  

Gabriela92: runs my fingers down her back.... 
Gabriela92: slipping them slightly inside her waistband in the back... 

i_am_lacey: shivers then shimmies as i stand up ..... 
Gabriela92: looks up at Lacey.... 
i_am_lacey: grabs gabi's hand and pulls her up 

Gabriela92: hops to my feet with Lacey's help... 
i_am_lacey: rolls my hips in a wide circle....bumping against gabi 
Gabriela92: grabs the tequila bottle off the bar shelf and puts it to my lips, tilting it up for a 

long pull.... 
i_am_lacey: takes the bottle from gabi when she is done 
trisha_29: damn that tequila! 
satyrdayknight: ur not supposed to bite the inside or outside of ur own mouth trish 
Gabriela92: hands the bottle over.... 
i_am_lacey: takes a drink then pours the rest down my chest 

satyrdayknight: ....but it happens...lol 
Gabriela92: leans forward and licks tequila off Lacey's beautiful chest.... 
D r a z: laffs 

i_am_lacey: hands gabi a lemon wedge to suck on 
trisha_29: glances at mike 

satyrdayknight: lol 
i_am_lacey: wiggles to the beat .....strutting back down the bar 
Gabriela92: stuffs it in my mouth and sucks on it, puckering at the tart taste.... 

mikem074: me? 
Gabriela92: watches Lacey strut away... 
trisha_29: yes you! 
JT_Roadhog_1080: oooooooo gotDAM gabs 
i_am_lacey: looks over my shoulder and winks @ gabi 
Gabriela92: smiles... 

i_am_lacey: oooohhh damn!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1 



trisha_29: goooooooo lacey! 
trisha_29: points lacey to the pole 

i_am_lacey: rolls my head to side to side....both arms raised over my head 
crucesM45: lacey does the pole? 
JT_Roadhog_1080: ohhh yea dawg 

crucesM45: damn 
i_am_lacey: hops off the bar and dances over to the pole.... 
crucesM45: hubba hubba  

trisha_29: grins 
trisha_29: where did gabi go? 

i_am_lacey: grabs ahold of the pole..... 
i_am_lacey: yeah where's gabi? 
Gabriela92: watches Lacey approach the pole... 

JT_Roadhog_1080: gabby! 
Gabriela92: dancing here on the bar, still. 
trisha_29: gabi.....points to the other pole 

i_am_lacey: slides up against the pole.............. 
Gabriela92: shrugs and heads to the second pole... 
crucesM45: trish needs a pole too 

i_am_lacey: shimmies down the floor...my hips moving to the music 
trisha_29: does she cruces? 
crucesM45: why not?? 

Gabriela92: takes hold of the pole with both hands... 
JT_Roadhog_1080: <-- takes wand and creates a 3rd pole 
JT_Roadhog_1080: there u go trisha 

D r a z: watches as both girls let it rip  
crucesM45: pole, pole, pole 
i_am_lacey: wraps my leg around the pole....pulling myself up  

Gabriela92: scoots my feet forward until they're both past the pole, and leans slightly 
backward... 

i_am_lacey: leans back and swings around the pole 
trisha_29: laughs...hops down off the bar...walks over to mike...wiggles down into his 
lap.....right here is good for me tonight 
mikem074: now thats a pole dance 
crucesM45: wait....   who is mike? 
Gabriela92: rubs the crotch of my jeans slowly up and down against the long, firm, hard, 

shiny..... 
i_am_lacey: slides down the pole.....plants both feet on the floor 
Gabriela92: brass pole. 

trisha_29: lifts mikes hand...waving it 
i_am_lacey: holds onto the pole with one hand as i lean back and rock from side to side 
JT_Roadhog_1080: damm  rock that pole laceeee 

Gabriela92: turns my back to the pole, leans into it.... 
D r a z: watches  and   smiles ..... at  the tw girls  
i_am_lacey: pumps my pelvis forward...then rolls my hips round 

Gabriela92: runs it up and down against my buns and shoulders..... 
i_am_lacey: turns around and shakes "it" 

crucesM45: it? 
crucesM45: what is it? 
i_am_lacey: my ass Cruces 

crucesM45: ohhhh 
crucesM45: go for it 
Gabriela92: If you have to ask... LOL 

crucesM45: well, yeah 
i_am_lacey: taps my foot to the beat........... 
Gabriela92: you can't afford it!!!!  

crucesM45: sexy feet 



JT_Roadhog_1080: lol gabs 
trisha_29: lol good one gabi! 
i_am_lacey: slides my feet apart as i lean forward and bend over 
JT_Roadhog_1080: looks as lacey bends overrr 
Gabriela92: inches my way up the pole... 

i_am_lacey: grabbing my ankles....sliding my hands up my legs and over my thighs.... 
D r a z: looking at  the  poles with some envy  
Gabriela92: until my feet are about four feet off the floor... 

JT_Roadhog_1080: BE the pole jt  BE the poleee 
Gabriela92: wraps my legs firmly around the pole.... 

crucesM45: lacey, thats bad 
i_am_lacey: sliding my feet back together and grabbing ahold of the pole again 
Gabriela92: leans slowly backwards off the pole until my hair brushes the stage... 

i_am_lacey: grasps onto the pole with both hands....leans back and spins around 
Gabriela92: slowly and erotically does several sit-ups while hanging on the pole. 
i_am_lacey: phew!......i think i need some water 

Gabriela92: loosens my leg grip on the pole and lets my body slowly slide down until my 
shoulders hit the stage..... 
i_am_lacey: walks off the stage and moves toward the bar 

D r a z: passes lacey a large bottle ofwater   
Gabriela92: does a backward roll onto my feet and resumes dancing upright. 
i_am_lacey: smiles....ty Draz 

Gabriela92: walks toward the wall at the back of the stage.... 
Gabriela92: with my back to the audience, I undo the clasp on the back of my bra and let it 
slip off my shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: dancing topless with my back to the crowd.... 
Gabriela92: shimmies my hips to the left and right.... 
D r a z:  slaps my hands together as i watch gabi dance   

Gabriela92: places my hands on my opposite shoulders and turns forward to the crowd, 
with my forearms covering my breasts.... 

Gabriela92: struts toward the front edge of the stage, making brief eye contact with every 
person along the way.... 
i_am_lacey: whistles @ gabi 

D r a z: grins as gabi struts along the stage 
Gabriela92: lets my hands slide from the shoulders until I cup my boobs in them, dancing 
with a hand bra... 

Gabriela92: slowly moving... swaying to the beat... 
Gabriela92: hits the buttons to start the fog machine and the strobe lights with my foot... 
Gabriela92: dances in the flashing mist.... 

Gabriela92: rocking my bottom slowly in circles... 
D r a z:  grins watching  gabi as she dances in the foggy   lights 
Gabriela92: smiles at Draz and winks provocatively... 

Gabriela92: grabs my bra and puts it back on, returning to the bar stools, pretty exhausted. 
D r a z:  stands and applauds ............great show  you two 
D r a z:  slides a cold water over  to  gabi   

Gabriela92: thank you, thank you. 
Gabriela92: whew, exactly what I need, Draz, thank you! 

i_am_lacey: ty 
Gabriela92: runs the cold glass over my sweaty forehead before taking a long drink. 

 

 

 


